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46	ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
the time required for the motor to rise 75°C. above the room
temperature when starting cold and the time to rise 20°C. above
the temperature of 75°C. for the various currents in the motor
circuit, are of the greatest value not only in selecting the proper
motor for a given service, but for determining the tempera-
ture rise corresponding to various overloads which the motor
will usually be called upon to carry for short intervals of time.
The values from which these curves may be plotted can best be
obtained by actual test preferably with the connections of Fig. 14,
separate runs being made, of course, for each value'of current.
Thermometers placed on the various parts of the machine during
the run indicate when the desired temperature has been reached
and the time for such rise may then be plotted against the con-
stant value of current maintained during the test.1 Additional
thermometers may be applied to determine the temperature of
rotating parts at the end of the test and the hot resistance of the
windings taken to determine by calculation the internal tempera-
tures of the coils.
Test Using One Motor as a Generator.—In this case the
motors are mechanically clutched together as in the " pumping
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back" test, one being used as
a motor to drive the other as
a generator. The latter is
loaded by means of a water
rheostat as shown in Fig. 15.
fig. 15.-Connections for motor used ^calculations for losses and
as generator.	efficiency are very similar to
those in the previous test,
this method differing from the former principally in the type
of load used. These connections are often used by the manu-
facturing companies for the 1-hour heat run usually applied to
railway motors.
Gear Ratio.—Since a suitable design for a railway motor de-
mands a speed much higher than that at which the car axle should
be driven in ordinary installations, single reduction gearing is
introduced between the motor shaft and the car axle, a pinion
upon the former engaging a gear keyed to the latter.
It has bec.ome customary in railway practice to express this
gear ratio as an integer; or
^	,.         No. teeth in gear	,.,_
Gear ratio — *~—.    .,  .	?~^—	(16)
No. teeth in pinion	v /
»See "Eating," Chapter XX11.

